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Lesson # T15 Leadership Qualities & Styles         Time: 50 minutes 
 
 
 

Subject   Leadership Qualities 
Quote:  “If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a 
leader.”  

    - John Quincy Adams, former U.S. President. 
     

Lesson Plan  Define leadership  –to- Label Characteristics   -to-   Define what leadership means to me   
 

Goals    1. Define elements of leadership.  
    2. Define what leadership means to me.  
   

Overview 
Lesson Progression—Students began Step-It-Up-2-Thrive with a brief introduction to the research behind thriving—the social 
scientists’ term used to describe reaching one’s full potential. They saw a clip about leadership and the Thriving Indicators Wheel 
introduced them to the skills they will need to develop to be all that they can be.  Students identified their spark and learned how to 
identify and use spark champions. They then moved from thinking about aspiration to a view of the underside—those risk factors that 
get in the way.  With this lesson, the course shifts back to the positive indicators of thriving, giving students the chance to explore and 
practice leadership skills that promote positive relationships (connection), caring and contribution.  
 
There are many characteristics that make up leadership.  The video clip in Lesson One highlights these words: 
 
The Vision & Knowledge to set the direction.    
Courage—(tenacity & fervor) to challenge and fix what isn’t right. 
“Heart”—(passion) to encourage the enthusiastic efforts of others.  
Curiosity—with a growth mindset that seeks different viewpoints and creative thought.    

FOR GROUPS
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Lesson Objectives for Teachers & Students 
By participating in this lesson, young people will be able to: 

• Visualize various forms of leadership in a range of settings and with youth.   
• Explore leadership characteristics and how students can practice leadership everyday.  

 
By participating in this lesson, the adult facilitator will: 

• Understand students’ baseline understanding of the leadership subject.  
 

Anchor Vocabulary 
• Vision— used in the context of a vivid mental image of the future. 
• Status Quo— existing state of affairs.  
• Optimism— hopefulness and confidence about the future.  

 
Assessment: Student engagement.  
 

Materials 
• Handout: Leadership Qualities Checklist (adapted from Mariam G. MacGregor’s Everyday Leadership).   
• DVD: Clips of Finding Nemo and Forrest Gump 
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Lesson Outline What is teacher doing? What are students 

doing? 
Settle-in 
 (6 min) 

Quote sets the 
context for the 
lesson. 

Quote written on board. Teacher greets students as they arrive, 
encouraging a sense of belonging. Teacher encourages class 
discussion of the quote.   
 

Students open their 
binders to today’s 
Learning Log  They 
journal:  “What does this 
mean? Do you believe it? 
There is no wrong or right 
answer.  Today’s quote:   
“If your actions inspire 
others to dream more, 
learn more, do more and 
become more, you are a 
leader.”  John Quincy 
Adams, former U.S. 
President 

Tapping Prior 
Knowledge  
(40 min) 

Why is 
leadership 
important?  
(2 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leadership 
Characteristics 
(10 min) 
 

 Teacher explains why leadership is important: 
• “How many of you have complained about things you wish you 

could change? Do you ever feel upset that you don’t know how 
or feel confident enough to change them?  Well, learning how to 
lead will help your voice be heard. Learning how to lead will 
help you achieve your dreams.”  

• “Learning to lead doesn’t just mean being famous such as a 
President.  Leadership isn’t just for a few people in high 
positions. Those who do well in life are exercising leadership 
skills every day.” 

• “When you practice leadership, you learn about yourself and you 
grow your potential to contribute to the world.”  

 
Brainstorm: Teacher says: “Even experts don’t agree on a single 
definition of leadership.  So, let’s spend some time exploring your 
views. Count off by three, move into groups, and take five minutes to 

Students respond to 
questions and listen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students count off by 
three and move into small 
groups. They spend 5 
minutes in brainstorm 
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A view of 
youth leader-
heroes.  
(10 min) 
 
 
(10 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

brainstorm words or phrases—positive and negative—that describe 
leadership characteristics. (Not names of people but the kind of 
behavior you see.  In brainstorming, you just throw all ideas on the 
piece of paper and you don’t comment about them.)”   Teacher then 
has student volunteers write words on the board or butcher paper to 
post, as groups report out.  (Use hatch marks for duplicates.)  Teacher 
leads discussion about group experiences defining leadership. 
Questions can include: 

1) Are there words that every group listed? Why do you think you 
stated them in common? 

2) How many words/phrases do you think are negative? Can you 
give some examples?  Why do these words show up on lists? 

3)  When you think of people in your life who are leaders, what 
words come up for you?  

4) In general, what are your expectations of leaders?  
 
 
Movie clips Of Finding Nemo & Forrest Gump: Teacher shows 
two clips and discusses them with students, highlighting different 
leadership styles and characteristics. Teacher asks about the leaders’ 
sparks in the clips and how the leaders overcame obstacles. Teacher 
connects clips back to today’s quote.   
 
Student groups are asked to study the What Makes A Good Leader 
Checklist.  They try to reach consensus on what four characteristics 
were most seen in the movie clips. Decision is written on each 
group’s poster.  Students then explore these questions and record 
answers on poster. Groups report out. 
Questions for students: 
• What impact did each leader have on others in his community? 
• What do you think motivated them to take action? 
• What other ways might they have reacted? How would inaction 

have impacted the communities and the leaders themselves? 

mode.  
 
 
 
Students write up words 
and discuss questions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students reflect out-loud 
on movie clips and how 
they tie to today’s quote.  
 
 
 
Students separately circle 
top four characteristics 
they saw in the movies.  
Students then discuss the 
characteristics and reach 
agreement on the top four.  
They write them on the 
poster. Students then 
discuss questions in small 
groups and write on poster 
paper what to share with 
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What “I” look 
for in a leader.  
(3 min)  
 
 
 
 
What “I” look 
for in a 
leader—Group 
consensus. 
(5 min) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Coach Leaders: Teacher doesn’t assign a group leader but notices 
who rises to the challenge. Teacher then quietly asks student leaders 
to encourage talkers to listen and listeners to talk. After discussions 
are shared out, the teacher talks about what he/she saw in leadership.  
 
 
Teacher asks students to discuss in their small groups the process 
they just went through in discussion and decision-making about the 
poster.  
• How many people participated? What was good about the 

participation and what was disappointing? Why? 
• What would happen if everyone ranks “leader doesn’t make it a big 

issue when someone has a poor idea or makes a mistake.”  Would 
the type of mistake matter? (i.e. mechanic causes airplane engine to 
stop in flight.)  

 
Teacher shares that we need different kinds of leadership actions for 
different circumstances (a response to a fire versus a brainstorming 
where you want to unleash creativity).  This exercise was about 
brainstorming and encouraging creative thinking. It helps to balance 
member styles in brainstorming to get the best ideas on the table. 
     

the whole class.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Groups strive for 
consensus and write 
decisions on board.   
 
Those students who tend 
to lead the groups 
naturally are shown how 
to encourage talkers to 
listen and listeners to talk.  
 
 
 
 

Wrap-Up 
(4 min) 
 

 Reflection/ 
Learning Log 
 

Teacher asks students to journal in their binders the answer to this 
question:  “When your peers refer to you as a leader in high school, 
what do you hope they say about you?”  Stamp papers when students 
have met expectations.  

Individual writing on 
binder paper.   
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Homework: Options 
 

• Reflection question assigned for homework if not completed in class.  
• Learning Log:  Students answer one or more of these questions: 

1) What leadership actions would be easy for you? …hard for you? 
2) I admire________(classmate), because s/he does this leadership action.  
3) One leadership action I want to grow is….. 

1 
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